
Question Answer(s)

If someone has Indefinite Leave to Remain status but their passport has expired, are they 

working illegally until they renew their passport? Are there other ways to prove they are 

eligible to work in the UK?

If you have ILR in an expired passport, that passport must 

be valid.  If not, the employee would need to complete a 

NTL application to obtain an ILR BRP before an employer 

could complete a right to work check to establish a 

statutory defence against illegal working.

Can I use the Employer Checking Service to check an EU settlement application status or 

has another service been implemented?

Potentially but you should use the RTW checker (google 

home office view right to work).

How many hours can we base the minimum salary thresholds on in relation to the new 

points-based system? Understand they are based on 39hrs pw but that there is also some 

leeway with this. Could we, for example, contract an employee to work 48hrs pw as a 

maximum in line with the working time regulations?

Yes, but the minimum salary increases accordingly.  So a 

minimum salary for the job of £39,000 for 39 hours a 

week would become £48,000 for a 48 hour week.

If an employer has an employee who is an EU citizen who has not (and chooses not to) 

applied for Settled Status under the EU Settlement Scheme and/or the employer does not 

have any evidence of their Settled Status by  1 July 2021 does this mean that employee is 

now working illeagally for the employer? Does the employer need to advise the employee 

that failure to gain either pre settled or settled status/provide evidence of this, may mean 

that their employment will be at risk?

There is no short-term prospect of either a temporary or 

low-skilled route.  The only glimmer of hope is the idea of 

the Youth Mobility Scheme I referred to, but this idea has 

gone quiet since the government first suggested this 3 

years ago.

What about students who have  EU nationality, pre or settled status and apply for 

recruitment full- time job? They ae based here already in UK. Does this   treshhold apply to 

them? Or if someone has (pre)settled status it doesn't apply? I am not sure about this. 

No there is no minimum salary rule for Pre Settled Status 

(although NMW rules apply).



We are currently recruiting a few employees who are below the £25,600 threshold but 

already have settled status. Do we need to do anything additional?

No.  There is not a minimum salary for Pre and full settled 

Status (althougH NMW rules apply of course).

Are we able to ask existing employees to confirm they have pre settled/settled status? Guidance does not allow for this.  Some employers are 

because f the risk to employees if they don’t apply.  

However there is a risk here that ought to be discussed 

with an employment lawyer.

Can we ask on our job application form that candidates  confirm if they require sponsorship 

and not proceed with shortlisting (even if they meet the essential criteria) if the role 

doesn't meet the salary/qualification threshold? 

There are employment law considerations here so best to 

speak to an employment lawyer who understands your 

tolerance for risk.

Employees who are employeed by UK buisness but are permantly based outside of the UK, 

are employers required to take any additional steps to qualify their right to work

No, not unless they work in the UK.  Of course you will 

normally need to check right to work rules in the country 

where they are working.

We have a Tier 2 sponsorship licence and have an intra company transfer employee - non 

EU - with us on a Tier 2 COS due to be renewed mid 2021. 

Has the process for this changed or will we still need to go through the usual process of 

renewing our COS allocation and reissuing the COS.

No real change here, still need CoS.  But you might want 

to consider moving them to a skilled work visa.

What are employers required to do to evidence that someone entered the UK before or 

after 31 December 2020?

You do not need to.  For Europeans you simply need to 

compliantly see and record their passport for the first six 

months of this year.  From July you also need to see their 

permission (for new hires).

I work for a care home group and was looking at eligible job roles that we can provide 

sponsorship for. Am I correct in saying that care workers are not eligible for a health care 

visa however skilled workers such as Nurses are?

The Home Office has produced a list of eligible 

occupations. Skilled worker visas: eligible occupations 

and codes. Worth adding that they are looking to 

improve the functionality of this as we speak.



Where can we find examples of government costs as just described? On UKVI website (google UKVI fee schedule) or easier, in 

the CIPD's Employers’ legal guide to post-Brexit 

immigration: 

www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/emp-

law/recruitment/post-brexit-immigration

If a job is clearly 'skilled' (eg degree level required), does it have to  be a match with one of 

the SOC code descriptions in order for us to be able to sponsor the candidate (assuming of 

course they meet the points requirements on all the other measures)?

Yes it does.  It is rare that a job doesn’t match against the 

SOC codes.

Why would you do an ICT? why not just do a skilled worker The only benefit is that ICT does not require English 

language. Even then you could move them to skilled 

worker once they are here, if they can get the EL cert.

If candidate applies for extension to visa after 5 years under skilled visa route instead of 

settled status would we need to issue a new CoS?

Yes if extending in skilled worker but after 5 years they 

will normally qualify for ILR.

Did you say it is illegal to ask current staff what their status is? Policy does not contain provision for you to ask.  Some 

are but there are employment law considerations here, 

including in discrimination.

If you have a EU national and get passport, but know they arrived after 1 Jan 2021, are you 

at risk of the criminal offence of knowingly employing an illegal worker?

Yes, potentially, if you know that they do not have any 

other permission.  But this is complicated and best 

considered case by case.


